1. **Setting the destination and searching for a route**

To search for a route to guide you to a destination, settings including a destination setting, additional destinations, and route search conditions are required.

- **Setting a destination (Page 66)**
- **All-route display (Page 69)**

Use the search result route

- **There is a stop to be made along the way**
  - Add a destination (Page 77)
  - Indicate a transit road (Page 82)
- **Search for a different route**
  - Display 3 routes simultaneously (Page 75)
  - Change the search conditions for each interval (Page 79)

- **Initiate route guidance (Page 85)**

  - Drive along the search result route
  - Change the route
  - Search for a different route
  - There is a stop to be made along the way
  - Add a destination (Page 77)
  - Indicate a transit road (Page 82)
  - Change the search conditions for each interval (Page 79)
  - Reinitiate a route search (Page 98)

- **Route guidance**

- **Arrival at your destination**
2. Set a destination and search for a route

Route guidance begins after setting your destination. The destination is set as per the following methods:

- One-touch setting
- Set using a registered point (your home, special memory point)
- Set using the map retrieval method

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Setting method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One-touch setting</td>
<td>Scroll the map and touch <strong>Enter</strong> to set the destination.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set from a registered point</td>
<td>Set your home as the destination only if your home is registered. This cannot be used if your home is not registered. (Refer to &quot;Registering your home&quot; (Page 103).)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Set an already registered special memory point (up to 5 points) as the destination. This cannot be used if there are no special memory points registered. (Refer to &quot;Registering a special memory point&quot; (Page 117).)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set using a map retrieval method</td>
<td>Search using a map retrieval method to set a destination. (Refer to &quot;How to retrieve maps&quot; (Page 47).)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Set the destination to automatically start a recommended route search.

When adding a destination or a route other than the recommended route or setting a transit road, proceed after the route search is complete.

**ATTENTION**

- When setting the destination, use a detailed map with a reduction scale of under 0.5 miles.
- Geographical points on maps representing set destinations are automatically registered (up to 100 points) and can be used to retrieve a map when setting a destination. When exceeding 100 points, the oldest entry is deleted every time a new one is entered. Unnecessary points can be deleted. (Refer to "Deleting entries from the destination archive" (Page 125).)
2. Set a destination and search for a route

Setting a destination

One-touch setting

A destination can be set in the map presently displayed.

1. Touch the map.

2. Touch Enter.

3. Touch Enter.
   - Touch to move the map.
   - A symbol will appear for the destination point on the position and a route search will begin.

   - If a destination is already set, touch Replace to delete the set destination and set a new one.
   - Touch Add to to add a destination. It will be added as the next destination after the present location.

If a map with a reduction scale wider than 0.5 miles is displayed, switch to a 0.5 mile reduction scale.
Set from a registered point

1 Touch DEST in the MAIN MENU screen.

2 Touch "Home" icon or special memory points 1 to 5.
   - The symbol 📍 will be displayed at the location of your home or the special memory point and the route search will begin.
   - A registered icon is used to represent your home.
   - If a destination is already set, touch Replace to delete the set destination and set a new one.
   - Touch Add to to add a destination. "Adding a destination" (Page 77) (Refer to 5 to 6.)

Set using the map retrieval method

1 Touch DEST in the MAIN MENU screen.

2 Select the map retrieval method and the map corresponding to the point to be set as the destination will appear.
   - See pages 47 and 63, "How to retrieve maps" and "Performing operations on a displayed map".

3 Touch Enter.
   - A 📍 symbol will appear for the destination point on the position and a route search will begin.
2. Set a destination and search for a route

- If a destination is already set, touch **Replace** to delete the set destination and set a new one.
- Touch **Add to** to add a destination. "Adding a destination" (Page 77) (Refer to 5 to 6.)

**Route search**

Set a destination and a route search will automatically start.
- A route search will continue even if switching to other screens.
- The route will not appear if the distance to the destination is too short.
- When a route search is complete, an all-route display (all routes from the present location to the destination) screen will appear.

**ATTENTION**

If the destination is on a freeway or in an inaccessible area, the following screen will appear. Touch the item corresponding to the situation.

- Touch **Yes** to set the destination on the highway.
- Touch **No** to set the destination on another road.

If the destination is inaccessible or if there is a river, railroad or other obstruction in its vicinity, the following screen may be displayed.

- Touch **No** to set that point as the destination.
- Touch **Yes** to move the destination.

If a route search is conducted on a freeway or toll road interchange (IC), the search result route may start from a nearby local road. In such a case, reinitiate a route search (Refer to page 98).
All-route display

When the route search is complete, an all-route display screen appears.

- Press [MAP] after the all-route appears, or do not operate the device for at least 3 seconds after you start driving, and route guidance will automatically begin.

Route displays

The routes will be displayed in the following colors.

- **Blue**
  The route when only one destination is set or the present segment up to the first destination set in case of multiple destinations appears blue.

- **Light blue**
  The traffic regulation data in the segment is not corresponded on the map disc. The route guidance with voice and screen display such as intersection guidance is not supported.

- **Purple**
  All segments other than the present segment up to the next destination when multiple destinations are set.

- **Orange**
  Display seasonally restricted segment (Refer to page 72)
2. Set a destination and search for a route

All-route display and touch switches

On the all-route screen, routes from the present location to the destination, the estimated arrival time and distance are indicated.

Also, the search result routes can be changed and the guidance data can be displayed.

■ Items displayed

Data up to the final destination is displayed.

1. **Distance on toll roads**
   The distance on all toll roads is displayed.

2. **Distance on freeways**
   The distance on all freeways is displayed.

3. **Distance**
   The total distance on all roads including toll roads, freeways, local streets to the destination (when multiple destinations are set, the final destination) are displayed.

4. **Required time**
   The required time up to the destination is indicated.

5. **Distance remaining**
   The distance to the destination for the route presently taken are displayed. (If deviating from the road after route guidance has started, the distance to the destination in a straight line is indicated.)
Touch switches

The following operations are enabled using the touch switches appearing on the all-route display screen.

1. **3 Routes**

   Different routes are displayed to enable a selection. (Refer to page 75)

2. **Route**

   The route change screen is shown to enable the modification of the search conditions. Also, indicating an additional transit route to the destination is possible. (Refer to pages 77, 79 and 82.)

3. **Guide**

   Route guidance can be initiated. (Refer to page 85) After route guidance is started, the display returns to the present location screen.

4. When two or more destinations are set, you can switch the display of the required time / remaining distance to each of the destinations by touching the remaining distance display. (Refer to page 96)

   If deviating from the road after route guidance has started, the distance to the destination in a straight line is indicated.

---

**ATTENTION**

- The search result route is a reference route to the vicinity of the destination. In no way is it the shortest, fastest or least congested route.
- The required time is calculated from the average vehicle speed (Refer to page 90) and may have a slight deviation depending on the driving conditions.
- In the following situations, 3 routes cannot be displayed.
  - When 2 or more destinations are set
  - When a transit road is indicated
  - After route guidance has started
- An all-route diagram can be displayed even after route guidance has started. (Refer to page 95)
2. Set a destination and search for a route

Display or bypass a restricted segment

**Bypassing a restricted segment**

**Bypass using the all-route display screen**

1. Touch **Route** in the all route display screen.
2. Touch **Route Preference**.
3. Touch **Allow Season Restricted Road**.
   - If searching for a route that passes through a restricted segment, an indicator will light up.
4. Touch **OK** to start the route search.
**Bypass using the present location screen**

1. Touch **Route** if a map is displayed.

2. Touch **Route Preference**.

3. Touch **Allow Season Restricted Road**.
   - If searching for a route that passes through a restricted segment, an indicator will light up.

4. Touch **OK** to start the route search.

**How to display message on a restricted segment**

The message appearing if a search result route has a restricted segment can be turned ON (display) or OFF (not display).

1. Touch **Setup** in the Menu screen.

2. Touch either **On** or **Off** for **Notify Traffic Restriction**.
   - The pressed touch switch will become brighter.

3. Touch **OK**.

**ATTENTION**

Touch **Default** in the Setup screen to return all items to their default settings.
2. Set a destination and search for a route

Display route data (guided road information)

The divided route data to the destination by its entrances/exits of interchanges (IC), transit roads, national roads or local streets can be displayed. The map at the departure or destination area can also be displayed.

1. Touch **Map View** in the present location screen.

2. Touch **Route Overview**.

3. Touch **Turn List**.
   - Route data is divided at entrances/exits of interchanges (IC), junctions (JCT) and at the turning points of each destination, transit and other roads.
   - The road name and distance appear for each piece of divided route data.

4. Touch **Map**.
   - Maps for the various set points are displayed.

If the present location is on the route, the vehicle position mark will appear in the route data screen.

If the present location is not on the route (if having deviated from the route), data will be displayed from the point the route is displayed.
3-route simultaneous display (3-route search function)

Set the destination and a recommended route will be searched for resulting in an all-route display from the present location to the destination. Other than the recommended route ("Quick 1"), "Quick 2" and "Short" routes will also be displayed to enable a selection.

1 Touch 3 Routes on the all-route display screen to start the route guidance.
   - 3 routes will be displayed in different colors along with the distance and required time.

2 Touch the route name.
   - The selected route is displayed and the all-route display screen is shown.
   - Touching Info. displays the information for the three routes.

- In the following situations, 3 routes will not appear simultaneously.
  - When 2 or more destinations are set
  - When transit points (transit roads) are indicated
  - After route guidance has started
  - Refer to the Section "Reinitiating a route search" on page 98, for the characteristics of each of the 3 routes.
  - The required time is calculated from the average vehicle speed (Refer to page 90) and may have a slight deviation depending on the driving conditions.
3. **Changing the search result route**

After a route search is complete, the route can be changed by adding a destination or transit road. The following are methods for changing the route.

- Touch **Route** on the all-route display screen or the present location screen (during route guidance) to display the route modification screen.

The route modification method is set on the route modification screen.

- **Add a destination** .................................................................................................. Page 77
- **Change the search conditions per segment** ....................................................... Page 79
- **Switch the order of destinations** .......................................................................... Page 80
- **Delete a destination** ............................................................................................ Page 81
- **Indicate a transit road** .......................................................................................... Page 82
- **Cancel the transit road indication** ........................................................................ Page 83

---

**ATTENTION**
The operations described here cannot be performed if a destination is not set.
Adding a destination

After having set a destination, up to five more destinations can be added.

In the following situations, set an additional destination.

- When setting a transit point between the present location and set destination
- When changing the set destination into a transit point and setting a new destination

Using the same method as setting a destination, touch Add to to add a destination. (Refer to "One-touch setting" (Page 66), "Set from a registered point" (Page 67) and "Set using the map retrieval method" (Page 67).)

1 Touch Route.

2 Touch Add for Destination.

3 Select the map retrieval method and display the map on which a destination is to be set.
   - See pages 47 and 63, "How to retrieve maps" and "Performing operations on a displayed map".

- The destination can be set on a map with a scale of 0.5 miles or greater detail.
- Geographical points on maps representing set destinations are automatically registered (up to 100 points) and can be used to retrieve a map when setting a destination. When exceeding 100 points, the oldest entry is deleted every time a new one is entered. Unnecessary points can be deleted. (Refer to the Section "Deleting entries from the destination archive" on page 125.)
- When adding a destination with a transit road (see pages 82 and 83) indicated, that transit road indication may be canceled depending on that geographical point.
- When 2 or more destinations are set, Reorder appears.
3. Changing the search result route

4 Touch **Enter**.
   - A destination point in the form of the 📍 symbol will appear in the position.
   - Up to a maximum of 5 destinations can be set.
   - When 5 destinations are already set, delete a destination and proceed. (For information concerning deletion of a destination, refer to "Deleting a destination" on page 81.)

5 Touch **Add** in the segment to be set.

6 When a transit road is indicated, a cancellation screen may appear.
   - Touch **Yes** to cancel the transit road indication and initiate a route search.
   - Touch **No** to set the destination without canceling the indication.
After having set the destination, the following operations are enabled from this screen:
Change the search conditions per segment (Page 79)
Switch the order of destinations (Page 80)
Delete a destination (Page 81)
Indicate a transit road (Page 82)
Cancel the transit road indication (Page 83)

When adding more destinations, touch \textbf{Add} and the screen in step 3 on page 77 will appear. Repeat steps 3 to 6.

\section*{Change the search conditions for each interval}

The search conditions per segment can be changed and a search reinitiated.

1. Touch \textbf{Search Condition} in the route modification screen.

2. Touch the search conditions (for each route) per individual segment.

3. Touch \textbf{OK}.
   - The route search is started.

For search condition characteristics, refer to "Reinitiating a route search" on page 98.
3. Changing the search result route

Switching the destination order

The setting order of multiple destinations can be switched and a search reinitiated.

1 Touch Route.

2 Touch Reorder.

   - When transit roads are indicated, a confirmation screen allowing you to cancel and reorder destinations is displayed.
     Touch Yes to cancel and reorder.
     Touch No to abort reordering and return to the original screen.

3 Touch the name of the destinations in order starting with the next destination.
   - A new order will appear on the right of the selected destination names.
   - If having made a mistake, touch Cancel to cancel the destination name order selected.

4 Touch OK.
   - When the new destination name order is determined, the route modification screen will appear automatically after about 3 seconds without having to touch OK.
   - Without touching all the destination names, touch only the destination you want to change the order of and touch OK. That selection will move to the top of the destination order.

ATTENTION

If changing the destination order with a transit road indicated (Refer to page 82), that transit road indication may be canceled.
Deleting a destination

Multiple set destinations can be deleted. It is also possible to delete all the destinations at the same time.

1. Touch Route.

2. Touch Delete for Destination.
   - If only one destination is set, the screen in 4 will appear.

3. Touch the destination name to be canceled.
   - Touch Delete All to delete all the destinations.

4. Touch Yes.
   - Touch No to return to the original screen.
   - When all destinations are deleted and only one point is set, the present location screen appears.

5. Touch OK.
   - A route search is started and the all-route display screen appears.

When all destinations are deleted, route guidance cannot be restarted. Setting a destination is necessary to activate route guidance.
3. Changing the search result route

### Indicating a transit road

1. Touch **Route**.
2. Touch **Add** for Preferred Road.
3. The map will move to the position of the indicated transit road.
4. Touch **Enter**.
5. To indicate the road displayed, touch **OK**.
6. To specify another road, touch **Next**.
   - Transit roads are marked with ◊.
   - If only one destination is set and there are no interchanges or transit roads indicated, the screen in 7 will appear.

**ATTENTION**
- **Delete** will appear if there is a transit road already indicated.
- If a map with a reduction scale wider than 0.5 miles is displayed, switch to a 0.5 mile reduction scale.
If 2 or more destinations are set or if a transit road is indicated, touch **Add** in the segment to be indicated.

The route search is started.

### Canceling a transit road indication

1. Touch **Route**.

2. Touch **Delete** for Preferred Road.
   - If only one destination is set, the screen in 4 will appear.

3. Touch the road name to be canceled.
   - Indicated transit roads appear with a ◆ mark.
   - Touch **Delete All** to cancel all transit roads.
3. Changing the search result route

4 Touch **Yes**.
   - Touch **No** to return to the original screen.

5 Touch **OK**.
   - The route search is started.
4. **Starting, pausing and restarting route guidance**

### Starting route guidance

When the route search is complete, the all-route display screen appears. Touch **Guide** on the all-route display screen to start the route guidance. Route guidance can be paused and restarted.

1. Touch **Guide** on the all-route display screen.
   - Route guidance is started.
   - Press **MAP** after the all-route appears, or do not operate the device for at least 3 seconds after you start driving, and route guidance will automatically begin.

### Pausing and restarting route guidance

1. Touch **Suspend Guidance** in the Menu screen.
   - Destinations will not be deleted even if pausing route guidance.
   - To restart route guidance, touch **Resume Guidance** on the Menu screen again.
5. Route guidance

When the route search is complete, guidance for the desired route can be started. Drive towards your destination and the device will guide you along the route all the way to that destination.

### Intersection guidance

When approaching an intersection with a guidance point displayed on the present location screen (if the present location is located on the route) while route guidance is in progress, intersection guidance and voice guidance is performed. Also, when approaching a junction intersection (within about a mile), an enlarged intersection display screen will automatically appear.

#### A non-junction intersection

Distance to the next intersection where a turning is to be made and the turning direction.

#### A junction intersection (enlarged guidance screen for an intersection)

1. **Intersection name display**
   Names of transit points or junction intersections appear.

2. **Remaining distance display**
   The distance up to the intersection is indicated.
Enlarged intersection screens only appear if on is set for automatic enlarged intersection screen display. (Refer to page 88)
Lane displays and names will not appear for intersections about which there is no data in the map disk.
The intersection name indicated may differ from the actual intersection.
In the following situations, intersection guidance is not performed:
• Immediately after route guidance is started
• In the vicinity of the destination
• Intersection guidance may be early or late.
• When approaching a junction intersection, an enlarged intersection display screen will appear.
• When an enlarged intersection display screen is displayed, the intersection name will be displayed for the junction intersection. There is no intersection guidance prior to junction intersections.
• Immediately before a turn is to be made, a chime will sound. However, the chime will not sound if the volume is set to off.
5. Route guidance

Set automatic display of the intersection guidance screen

Select either to have the intersection guidance screen turned ON (display) or OFF (not display).

1 Touch Setup in the Menu screen.

2 Touch On or Off for Intersection Guidance.
   • The pressed touch switch will become brighter.

3 Touch OK.

Canceling the intersection guidance screen

■ Cancel using OFF

1 Touch OFF.
   • Press MAP to redisplay the intersection guidance screen.

■ Cancel using Default

1 Touch Default.

Touch Default in the Setup screen to return all items to their default settings.
2 Touch [ ] to display the normal map.

- Touch [ ] again on the screen to display the intersection guidance screen.

Ferry crossing guidance

Ferry crossings are shown with a dotted line.
- Voice guidance occurs up to the ferry terminal.
- After having finished the ferry crossing, start driving and route guidance will resume in a moment.

Setting the required time display

The required time can be indicated on the left of the map appearing on the present location screen (if the present location is on the set route) while route guidance is in progress.

ATTENTION

The required time include the ferry ride hours.
5. Route guidance

Setting the average speed

The following times are calculated based on the set average vehicle speed.

- Required time on the present location screen (Page 14)
- All route display screen required time (Page 69)
- Required times for the segments list (simultaneous 3 route display) (Page 75)

1. Touch Setup in the Menu screen.

2. Touch Set Speed for the Estimated Travel Time.

3. Set the speed for each road.
   - Touch ▶ to raise the speed, touch ◀ to lower it. (Each press raises or lowers 5 mph.)

4. Touch OK.

The required time is calculated from the average vehicle speed and may have a slight deviation depending on the driving conditions.

- When deviating from the set route, the destination direction mark will appear.
- When reaching the maximum speed (75 mph freeway, 55 mph main streets, 25 mph residential), the switch inverts. When reaching the minimum speed (5 mph), the switch inverts. These switches cannot be operated even if touched.
- Touch Default on the Change Speed screen to return to its default settings (Freeway: 55 mph / Main street: 35 mph / Residential: 25 mph).
Highway junction guidance

When driving on a highway with the present location screen displayed (if the present location is on the set route) while route guidance is in progress and a junction point approaches [interchange exits/entrances (IC), junctions (JCT)], the highway junction guidance screen will appear.

1 Junction point name display
The interchange exit/entrance name (IC) or the junction (JCT) direction name is displayed.

2 Remaining distance display
The distance up to the junction point is displayed. The distance decreases as you approach the junction point.

Canceling the highway junction guidance screen

1 Touch \( OFF \).  
   • Press MAP to redisplay the highway junction guidance screen.

Attention
• No highway junction guidance display will occur for junction points that do not have corresponding data in the map data. Also, the junction point name may not be displayed even if the highway junction guidance screen is displayed.
• The junction point name displayed may differ from the actual junction name.
• In the following situations, highway junction guidance is not performed:
  • Immediately after route guidance starts
  • In the vicinity of the destination
  • The highway junction guidance screen may be early or late.
  • When approaching the next junction point, the highway junction guidance screen will continue to be displayed.
5. Route guidance

Switching the highway junction guidance screen

1. Touch 🏳️‍🌈.

2. To display the regular screen touch 🏳️‍🌈. To display the turn list, touch 📃. 
   - To redisplay the highway pattern screen, touch 🏳️‍🌈 and 📃.
Voice guidance

If approaching an intersection, junction point, transit point, interchange (ramp) exit/entrance, junction (JCT) or destination while route guidance is in progress, a voice will announce the remaining distance to those points and up to 10 turning directions (straight, right, left, slight right, slight left, sharp right, sharp left, make a legal u-turn, keep right, keep left). Voice guidance is performed in PCM voice (human voice).

1. Press MAP to activate voice guidance as per the distance up to the junction intersection.

[Example of voice guidance while route guidance is in progress]

- **Intersection voice guidance**  
  (just guidance)

  While route guidance is in progress, a chime will sound prior to a junction point.
  - Example of voice guidance:  
    In ○○ miles (km), ○○ turn

- **Highway junction voice guidance**

  While driving on a highway, junctions are shown as an enlarged display and the direction is announced vocally.
  - Example of voice guidance:  
    In ○○ miles (km), the exit ○○

[Example of voice guidance in the vicinity of the destination while route guidance is in progress]

- Example of voice guidance:  
  You have arrived at your destination.  
  Your route guidance is now finished.

**ATTENTION**

- Use the voice guidance only as a reference.
- After a voice guidance such as "Left turn in about 0.6 miles", drive for a moment and press MAP to change the announcement as per the approaching distance (ex.: Left turn in about 0.5 miles, etc.)
- The intersection voice guidance is activated by turning On the Auto Voice Guidance. (Refer to page 94)
5. Route guidance

Setting the auto voice guidance
The auto voice guidance can be turned ON (announced) or OFF (not announced).

1. Touch Setup in the Menu screen.

2. Touch On or Off for Auto Voice Guidance.
   - The pressed touch switch will become brighter.

3. Touch OK.

- The voice guidance examples mentioned above are the most common to be announced and may differ depending on the way the roads along your route are connected.
- If your vehicle position is not precisely specified, voice guidance may not occur or, in some cases, may be delayed or announce an erroneous instruction.
- The voice guidance volume may be adjusted (Refer to page 26). However, selecting Off will disable voice guidance.
- Touch Default in the Setup screen to return all items to their default settings.
6. Performing operations on the guided route

Guidance in another mode

The route guidance continues (no vocal guidance output) even if switching to another mode (showing a screen other than the navigation screen). The voice guidance can be made to output even if switching to another mode.

Setting the guidance when in another mode

1. Touch Setup in the Menu screen.

2. Touch On or Off for Voice Guidance in All Modes.
   - The pressed touch switch will become brighter.

3. Touch OK.

Redisplaying the all-route display

The all-route display from the departure point to the destination can be shown.

1. Touch Map View if a map is displayed.

2. Touch Route Overview.
   - The all-route display screen appears.
   - For details pertaining to the all-route display screen, refer to "All-route display and touch switches" on page 70.
   - Touch Back to display the present location screen.

Touch Default in the Setup screen to return all items to their default settings.
6. Performing operations on the guided route

Switching the required time/distance remaining display

If 2 or more destinations are set on the present location screen (if the present location is along the set route) while route guidance is in progress, the required time/distance remaining can be switched.

1 Touch the required time/distance remaining.
   - If 2 or more destinations are set, the required time/distance remaining for each destination appears.
   - Switching is impossible if having deviated from the set route.

2 Touch the distance remaining display up to the destination desired.
On-route scroll

The map can be moved automatically along the set route to the destination or to the departure point on the screen showing the guided route.

Start on-route scroll

1 Touch Route Preview on the display modification screen.

2 Touch the scroll touch switches (◀, ◁, ▶, ▷).

On-route scroll screen operations

- Touch ■ to pause map scrolling.
- Press MAP to stop the on-route scroll.
- Touch ▶ or ◁ to move the map quickly.

**ATTENTION**

- If there is no route displayed on the map, on-route scroll is impossible.
- Using on-route scrolling during a double screen display will cause a reversion to single screen display. Press MAP to return to double screen display.
- If scrolling up to the next destination:
  - Use the ▶ switch to move the map up to the next destination.
  - Use the ◁ switch to move the map back to the departure point (previous destination).
  - Use the ◁ switch to display the next destination map.
  - Use the ◁ switch to display the departure point map (previous destination).
- The on-route scroll may stop depending on the map displayed.
Reinitializing a route search

While route guidance is in progress, additional destinations can be set, search conditions can be changed and a route search can be reinitiated.

To change the route, use either the “Change method using Route” or the “Change method using DEST”.

A route search can be reinitiated from the following screens.

- See the next page for information concerning the touch switches appearing on each screen.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Screen No.</th>
<th>Touch switch</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Map retrieval method</td>
<td>Retrieves the destination map Sets/ adds a destination</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Route Overview</td>
<td>Shows the all-route display</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Route</td>
<td>Displays the search condition setting screen</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Destination, Transit destination</td>
<td>Adds, switches the order or deletes destinations</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Add, Reorder</td>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delete</td>
<td></td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Transit point (transit road indication)</td>
<td>Indicates, corrects or deletes transit roads</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Add, Delete</td>
<td></td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Search Condition</td>
<td>Displays the route modification screen</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Detour</td>
<td>Detour from the existing route ahead.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Route Preference</td>
<td>Permits you to specify whether freeways, toll roads and other road categories are used or not.</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Search conditions</td>
<td>Sets the search conditions for each segment</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Search conditions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search conditions</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quick 1</td>
<td>A common route from the present location to the next destination* is searched for.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quick 2</td>
<td>A route prioritizing toll roads from the present location to the next destination* is searched for.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short</td>
<td>A route with the shortest distance from the present location to the next destination* is searched for.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* When a transit road is indicated between the present location and the next destination, a route is searched for between the present location and the indicated transit road.
7. Reinitializing a route search

Reinitializing a route search

1. Touch **Route** on the present location screen while route guidance is in progress.

2. Touch **Route Preference**.

3. Touch the item for which a search is to be reinitiated.
   - A route search is reinitiated.

4. Touch **OK**.

- Because of the shape of the road, a route search may not be reinitiated and the same route may result from the reinitialized search due to a change in the search conditions.
- If having deviated far from the set route, a route to return you to the original route is not searched for. Rather, a new route search for the set destination (interchange, transit road) is initiated.
- If driving under an elevated road or along parallel local roads and a route search is initiated, the search result route may take you along elevated toll roads and parallel toll roads.
**Automatic reroute search**

If having deviated from the road, a route search may be initiated automatically (vicinity search or all-route search).

The search result route may differ as per the conditions under which the set route was deviated.

- Vicinity search: a route search returning you to the original route is initiated
- All-route search: a route search is initiated under selected conditions between the present location to the destination*

* When a transit road is indicated between the present location and the next destination, a route is searched for between the present location and the indicated transit road.

**Setting the automatic reroute search**

The automatic reroute search function can be turned ON (enable) or OFF (disable).

1. Touch **Setup** in the Menu screen.

2. Touch **On** or **Off** for Auto Reroute.
   - The pressed touch switch will become brighter.

3. Touch **OK**.

---

**ATTENTION**

- If having deviated from the set route while route guidance is in progress, the automatic reroute search is activated when the device determines that you are driving on a guidable road.
- Touch **Default** in the Setup screen to return all items to their default settings.